
HENRY SY SPEECH

Henry Sy is a Chinese-Filipino business magnate, investor, and philanthropist. He is responsible for the establishment of
SM Malls, anchored by Shoemart Department Store and Supermarket. He is the chairman of SM Prime Holdings, Inc.,
the holding corporation for all his business.

After first grade, he stopped going to school to work with his father â€” they hauled sacks of corn on
horseback, transporting the produce from different farms to the barrio. He moved to Cagayan de Oro to take
up Information Technology. Every day, she is thankful for all the blessings and continues to pay it forward by
providing for the needs of her family, supporting her parents, assisting her siblings in their businesses and
helping her nieces and nephews finish school. Given that, we thought it was an opportune time to grow amidst
some instabilities. Nonetheless, Jeff graduated from elementary and high school as the valedictorian and soon
an opportunity to be a scholar presented itself when he was awarded as one of the Ten Outstanding Public
School Students, which eventually partnered with SM Foundation. His father took care of him while his two
elder sisters were sent to live with their relatives. The stories of these two FEU personalities inspired me
because there are three very important lessons to be learned from them, no matter what profession you choose
to pursue. Whether you work in government or not, you will all be a part of this future. Many shoe
manufacturers at that time could not understand why they had to listen to this shoe retailer who had very
definite ideas on what he wanted to sell. At the same time, he said a corporation must make sure it would
deliver on what it promises investors. When you do well, do not change your ways. I want you to look within
yourselves now and find something that you want to reach for. At , square meters, it was then the biggest of its
kind, and it opened its doors during one of the most turbulent periods in Philippine political history. Like
many other workers, he shows up to work â€” sometimes loving his job, sometimes not loving it so much,
especially when times are difficult. Many bankers predicted our demise because my dad came from nowhere
â€” he may had a few department stores and shoe stores at that time, but he was not one of the financial
heavy-weights at that time. Umbrella is a personal development company in Manila, Philippines that provides
motivational keynote speakers on sales conventions and other corporate events in Asia. With determination
you will take extra challenges and do things differently â€” which will most likely bring success. But these
qualities will not take you far in life if you have no dreams to direct you. Sometimes you go to bed thinking
that you can thank someone tomorrow, only to find that you may no longer have the chance. Never lose your
laughter. The business had a slow start, but progressed steadily. The group knows that in the years ahead,
e-commerce will pick up pace and gnaw on revenues from traditional retailing. He treasured that friendship
and later expressed his gratitude after the war by making that friend his partner in a shoe store. It did not take a
long time for him to realize, however, that he can only do so much in a sari-sari store environment. This young
man learned to be a cobbler after the Spanish era. He opened his first mall on Edsa in November  In one year
and one summer, I finished Grades Four and Five. She ranked third in the Licensure Examination for
Teachers. BDO became a major player starting when it realized a two-year aspiration to acquire Equitable PCI
Bank, a bank bigger than itself at that time. From old big-box type malls, its design has evolved to incorporate
more sustainability features, greenery, open space, entertainment areas and cater to more discerning
consumers.


